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About This Game

The Art of Fight is the fastest-paced multiplayer shooter in VR.
It uses a game-changing locomotion method that avoids motion sickness, allowing unparal 5d3b920ae0
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+Free (Now) +Nice step into the FPS -No one is playing it -Some people paid for it and got nothing in return 2/5 Would be
good if there was more than one server with 3 bots up. But there isn't, this game is dead. It used to cost money, but to try to get
people to play they made it free without offering any type of skin or anything to the people who did play. So those people quit
unhappy that they got nothing for supporting the developers. I'd just get Pavlov instead. If you liked this review Click here and
follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles.. +Free (Now) +Nice
step into the FPS -No one is playing it -Some people paid for it and got nothing in return 2/5 Would be good if there was more
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than one server with 3 bots up. But there isn't, this game is dead. It used to cost money, but to try to get people to play they made
it free without offering any type of skin or anything to the people who did play. So those people quit unhappy that they got
nothing for supporting the developers. I'd just get Pavlov instead. If you liked this review Click here and follow for more
reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on other VR titles.
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